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Motivated to get along well with others and exceed expectations. Physically fit 
Laborer effective at completing difficult projects and tasks on schedule. 
Consistently follows through with all orders and instructions. Works well in a team 
setting. To secure a fulfilling position that will allow me to use my learned skills, 
but is also worth my time and energy.

OCTOBER 2008 – PRESENT
OVERNIGHT STOCKER ASSOCIATE - ABC CORPORATION

 Receiving and stacking of store merchandise and verifying the same with the 
items listed in the purchase order.

 Sorting the goods and merchandise and assigning relevant price tags and labels
to the same.

 Maintaining regular inventory counts and keeping a record of all stored goods.
 Synchronizing work functions with co-workers and other departments of the 

establishment.
 Reporting discrepancies such as loss and damage of goods to the supervising 

manager.
 Ensuring that the goods are replenished on the sale floor before the opening of 

the store.
 Dealing with incoming stock deliveries during the night by assisting in unloading

trucks.

APRIL 2004 – DECEMBER 2007
CASHIER OVERNIGHT STOCKER - ABC CORPORATION

 Stocked and built displays, including resets, as required by work plans.
 Blocked and straightened shelves and displays, replaced missing shelf tags and 

conducted price checks as needed.
 Received and unloaded deliveries and store product in designated areas.
 Monitored cooler and freezer temperature to ensure product freshness and 

quality.
 Returned overstock to the backroom in an organized manner.
 Stocked and rotated department products to ensure freshness and date control, 

restocked and used supply items efficiently to eliminate waste and to maintain 
the lowest supply cost.

 Operated department equipment and tools.
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EDUCATION

High School Diploma - September 2007(Acorn Community High School - Albany, 
NY)Technology - (Acorn Community High School)

SKILLS

Inventory Management, Forklift Operator, Stocking, Driving, Cashier, Training
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